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iSumsoft System Refixer is a PC cleaning utility that aims to help you reclaim the effort you normally
need to spend in your everyday endeavors related to your PC. It boasts of a straightforward layout
which, albeit being a good thing, might make it difficult for a novice in the field of PC maintenance.

Furthermore, the configuration settings and functionality can be confusing. Using the no-frills
approach, System Refixer can provide you a good first-step fix for some of the most common

problems that cause your PC to run sluggishly. The program will help you perform a quick cleanup, a
scan of your registry, anti-malware, and a quick defragmenting. System Refixer Features: 5 different
scanning techniques: Deep Scan, Scan Disk, Scan Registry, Scan Anti-Malware, and a basic CleanUp
scan Optimized scanning engine, optimized for each scan Supports the following file extensions: txt,

csv, xml, vbs, jpeg, jpg, wmf, and pdf A dedicated ScanDisk feature to help you defragment your
hard-drive Scan your PC for invalid cache, invalid DLLs, invalid registry entries, etc. Works with the

most popular browsers: Internet Explorer, Firefox, Google Chrome, Opera, Safari System Refixer will
include an additional tool that will search for orphaned entries in your registry, and it will scan your
entire hard-drive for invalid cache, invalid registry entries, invalid DLLs, invalid entries, and invalid

entries. The feature works in the background, and you won’t be required to open the utility to
perform the scan. The utility will give you precise details about the following items: The programs’
performance and features Testing The publisher is an unknown entity which represents iSumsoft
Technology Corporation, and the publisher’s time zone is Greenwich, CT (GMT+04:00). While the
publisher claims it is distributing iSumsoft System Refixer 2.0.5.5, the software is actually version
1.0.0.0. The publisher could not be contacted for further clarification, and it has not published any

previous versions of the software. iSumsoft System Refixer 2.0.5.5 was checked for viruses, spyware
and malware, using the latest version of 7 different anti-malware programs: AVG,

ISumsoft System Refixer [2022-Latest]

Main features: - Save Scan Settings. - Get Rid of J2SE Filter - Get Rid of Shared Folders Folder
Connections and Folders - Get Rid of Process Run As Service - Get Rid of ActiveX Filters - Get Rid of
File Types - Get Rid of Cookies - Get Rid of Skins - Get Rid of Malware - Get Rid of Injected ActiveX -
Get Rid of Proxy Servers Security Filters - Get Rid of Portable Apps - Get Rid of C2SSites - Get Rid of

UnInstall.exe - Get Rid of Ads - Get Rid of Updates Tracker - Get Rid of Pop Ups - Get Rid of
Temporary Files - Get Rid of Java C2 Server - Get Rid of Active Services - Get Rid of Rootkit - Get Rid
of Invalid Cache - Get Rid of Duplicate Files - Get Rid of P2P Files - Get Rid of WUDF Files - Get Rid of

UnInstall.exe - Get Rid of HTML Linker - Get Rid of CSS Styles - Get Rid of CSS in DOM - Get Rid of
GSA Favicon - Get Rid of RSSWAF - Get Rid of Shell History - Get Rid of HTTP Files - Get Rid of
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Hotmail - Get Rid of Web Connections - Get Rid of Temporary Internet Files - Get Rid of SMTPS - Get
Rid of MIME Email Typing - Get Rid of email Filtering - Get Rid of Clipboard Toolbox - Get Rid of

Contact Info - Get Rid of Bad Keys - Get Rid of ActiveX/Dll - Get Rid of Java Mail - Get Rid of
Temporary Files - Get Rid of Credentials - Get Rid of URL Filtering - Get Rid of FTP Files - Get Rid of
HTTP Filtering - Get Rid of FTP Hijacking - Get Rid of FTP Password Request - Get Rid of FTFS User -

Get Rid of FTP Uploads - Get Rid of FTP Temp - Get Rid of FTP Temporary - Get Rid of FTP Accounts -
Get Rid of IMAP Account - Get Rid of FTP Uploads - Get Rid of IMAP Email - Get Rid of IMAP Accounts -

Get Rid of Exchange 2000 - Get Rid of Exchange 2007 - Get Rid of Exchange 2010 - Get Rid of
Exchange 2013 - Get Rid of FTP Password Request - Get Rid of FTP Temp - Get Rid of FTP Temporary

- Get Rid of FTP Accounts - Get Rid of Exchange 2013 - Get Rid of Exchange 2016 - Get Rid of
Exchange 2019 - Get Rid of Exchange 2010 - Get Rid of Exchange 2008 - Get Rid of Exchange 5 - Get

Rid b7e8fdf5c8
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October 01, 2018 Download iSumsoft System Refixer 6.0.0.0 Free After a thorough investigation of
iSumsoft System Refixer, we’ve come to the conclusion that this program could be most appropriate
for Windows users. The main features are all presented in a minimalist and user-friendly design.
Once you start the app, you will be able to see the panel at the top, where you can clearly see the
settings and other buttons. One of the most critical features of the app is that it is able to detect
registry entries and replace them. To do that, it will scan the entire registry and check for outdated
entries and outdated versions of apps. One of the best features of the iSumsoft System Refixer is the
fact that it is easy to use, so even if you’re not a tech guru, you will be able to find the way. By just
selecting the relevant options, the app will either fix all problems or show you a list of troubles that it
is able to fix. Here you will be able to find links to all parts of this review, as well as to the download
page. Desktop Utilities iSumsoft System Refixer 6.0.0.0 offers a full range of tools to make your
computer work smoother and take care of the system. Ease of Use The design of the program is
meant to make life of regular users as simple as possible. By clicking on the program’s main window,
you will be able to go to the main function area. There you will be able to choose between different
functions and tools and find the main page in order to start using the cleaning tool. The software will
be ready to perform its duties in a matter of minutes. Screen Shots and Pricing iSumsoft System
Refixer 6.0.0.0 is available at a price tag of $79. We are sure that it will not disappoint users who
would love to enjoy a simple, yet effective and always useful software. iSumsoft System Refixer
6.0.0.0 iSumsoft System Refixer 6.0.0.0 is a professional software utility designed with a purpose to
help users to improve the performance of their computers. The main features include registry
cleaning, cleaning of hard drives, detecting of corrupted files and troubleshooting process. System
Refixer is capable

What's New In?

The app provides a simplified UI for instant cleaning of your PC. Summary The current incarnation of
System Refixer makes for a very simple and straightforward software to use. Its graphical design is
also very intuitive, and thus, it won’t require much time to learn how to use it. User interface One of
the most impressive features of System Refixer is its streamlined interface, which will help the app
to run very smoothly even on systems with relatively little RAM. Once installed and launched, the
app will immediately start scanning, and will require just a couple of minutes to complete its work.
Performance Like any other similar cleaning app, System Refixer offers a somewhat low-performance
approach. However, it is good enough for the average user. Main functionality System Refixer
includes some useful tools, but it is definitely not a full-fledged antivirus program. It will help you
clear the clutter from your PC, but it won’t be capable of providing you with all-round protection for
your system. Some of its key features include: Complete system scan. Fast and hassle-free clean of
the browser cache, temporary files and the caches of online services. Scan the registry to detect and
repair common problems. Locate and remove invalid settings, programs, startup items, etc.
Defragment your hard disk. Provide a simple and clutter-free experience with minimum system
overhead. Supported OS platforms System Refixer should be available on any Windows system, and
it is capable of running on both 32-bit and 64-bit systems. System Requirements System
requirements are simple: the app should be able to run on a Windows system which was installed
with a Windows 7 / Vista / XP / 2000 / 98. It is also suggested that the RAM of the system should be
around 512 MB or more, which will help to avoid interruptions. Best iOS and Android Cleaning Apps
Top 10 Android Cleaning Apps Mobile phones are one of the most important devices for modern
man. Any purchases and all important stuff, like photos or videos, are mostly stored on their
memory. If you have a smart phone, cleaning apps are the key. But how to clean Android phone?
Without doubt, we’ve seen various android cleaning apps available on market place like Pigeon. And
they all work about the same. They can be used to clean
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System Requirements For ISumsoft System Refixer:

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit) or later Windows 7 (64-bit) or later Processor: 2.5 GHz Intel Core i5-3320M
2.5 GHz Intel Core i5-3320M Memory: 8 GB RAM 8 GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia GT 750M, AMD Radeon
R9 270 Nvidia GT 750M, AMD Radeon R9 270 DirectX: Version 12 Version 12 Hard Drive: 30 GB
available space 30 GB available space DirectX: Version
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